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chatting making new friends sharing interests and hooking up with local people Portal to Passion: 

0 of 0 review helpful If you like it Hot Hard Heavy By J Curtis I have ALL of Tara Nina s books you can t go wrong If 
you like it hot hard heavy don t miss this book I hope to see more in this series very soon I fell in love with the 
characters 0 of 0 review helpful Portal to Passion By Romancing the Book Reviewed by CrystalBook provided by 
Publ Transported by a magical mirror Deveney lands in a dimension ruled by passion Instant attraction draws her to 
the leader of this world of shapeshifters An overwhelming desire for sex neither can control brings them together 
Whether he desires it or not she s determined to win his love When a gorgeous woman travels through the Mirror of 
Azure Tor s judgment is tested On the verge of extinction the men of his world need mates before they reach one 
hundred years 
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and sweet ass she doesnt like all these romantic things all she needs is a  summary vintage cars tyres and equipment 
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